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Abstract

After adopting a standard format such as GXL to exchange graphs of artifacts for reverse engineer-
ing tools, the next logical step is to define an appropriate schema for the information contained in
the graphs. Various researchers have developed schemas, but in practice, it is still hard to choose an
existing one. Typically, researchers end up needing to implement new schemas for the particulars
of their tools or case studies. In the paper, we discuss a potential scenario for integrating schemas,
with the aim of improving the interoperability among reverse engineering tools.
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1 Introduction

Software systems are becoming more and more complex, and the needs for
maintaining, understanding, and documenting them are also increasing. Re-
verse engineering plays an important role in offering solutions to these chal-
lenges, and researchers have been conducting case studies to evaluate the
capabilities of their reverse engineering tools.

Typically, reverse engineering tools use a fact extractor to obtain infor-
mation about the source code. These facts have been represented in different
formats such as Rigi Standard Format (RSF) [16], Tuple-Attribute language
(TA) [8], FAMIX [20], Graph eXchange format (GraX) [4], XML Metadata
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Interchange (XMI) [17], or relational databases [19]. It has taken a long time
for the reverse engineering research community to adopt a format to exchange
the facts among reverse engineering tools. Graph eXchange Language (GXL)
[7], the adopted standard exchange format, maintains graphs in eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) compliant format [22]. After adopting such a for-
mat, the next logical step is to develop metamodels or schemas that offer
conceptual modeling of the nodes and arcs for various kinds of graphs. A
schema is used to provide information about the types of nodes, arcs, and
attributes that are used in the graph, how they are related to each other,
and sometimes additional constraints. In most cases, the term “schema” is
associated with terms like metamodel, domain model, or conceptual model,
depending on the context.

In reverse engineering a software system, one early step involves defining a
schema and extracting the artifacts from the source code. These two tasks are
mutually dependent and are iterative. As the source code is better understood,
more facts are extracted, and the schema evolves to accommodate the new
information. Often, an existing schema may not fit as-is to the particular
software being analyzed or the tools being used. Consequently, schema reuse
is not a simple task, and a proliferation of new schemas has resulted.

Various schemas are used in reverse engineering. Researchers at Bell
Canada developed an entity/relation schema, called the Datrix schema, which
can represent the abstract syntax tree extracted from C, C++, or Java pro-
grams [2,9]. Ferenc and Beszédes proposed a modular schema for C++,
called the Columbus Schema, used in the Columbus tool [5]. The Dagstuhl
Middle Model (DMM), was developed by a group of researchers that met
at the Dagstuhl Seminar on the Interoperability of Reengineering Tools [21].
DMM combines selected ideas from several existing models. We developed a
C/C++ schema based on DMM for an industrial case study using the Rigi
reverse engineering tool [15].

Some research work has been made to establish a standard schema for
C/C++. Ferenc et al. explored building a standard schema for C/C++
at the abstract syntax tree level [6]. Three types of issues were analyzed
in the Datrix and Columbus schemas: the lexical, the syntactic, and the
semantic structure. The authors concluded that creating a standard schema
for C/C++ is a complex problem, which produces many difficulties. Dean and
Holt proposed a technique to combine two schemas to create a fact extractor
[3].

Despite the availability of existing schemas for C++, when we embarked
upon our reverse engineering case study, we could not reuse them for various
reasons (e.g., due to limitations in our own tools to import information ac-
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cording to certain schemas, or due to missing elements that were of interest).
Thus, we had to develop a new schema for C/C++ to be used with the Rigi
reverse engineering tool. Preferably, we would rather spend more time in the
analysis of the software system than in writing a fact extractor and its schema.

We discuss the challenge and benefits of integrating existing schemas in
Section 2. Section 4 describes in detail an example of integrating two given
schemas. Section 3 describes the structuring of schemas in the reverse en-
gineering domain. Section 5 presents our conclusions about this work, and
proposes some directions for future research.

2 Integrating Schemas

This section outlines the problems associated with the integration of schemas
in reverse engineering.

2.1 Problem

By having easier information exchange and methods to integrate data from
diverse, complementary tools, users can form the best tool for the task at hand.
Beyond having a common exchange format, it is necessary also to ensure that
the exchanged information conforms to common, agreed semantics. The idea
of integrating schemas comes naturally, but it is a significant challenge.

There are many schemas in the reverse engineering domain. Since they
were developed independently, they have different structures and use differ-
ent terminology for the entities, relationships, or attributes. Some of these
differences identify the same thing, but are expressed in other words. Thus,
we need to identify the logically common parts between these schemas. This
process is called schema matching, and tries to produce a mapping between
the elements of the two schemas that match semantically to each other. After
this, we can view integrating the two schemas as a union of the two schemas,
taking into consideration only once the elements discovered in the schema
matching process.

2.2 Challenges

Integrating schemas is a very difficult task. We list some of the issues.

• Different programming languages:
There are many differences among programming languages, e.g., between
Java and COBOL. Each programming language has its own characteristics
which bring semantic differences.
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• Different levels of abstraction:
There are a wide variety of facts from statement-level details, high-level
structure, and application-domain level constraints.

• Diverse reverse engineering tools:
Some schemas are tied to modeling limitations with the reverse engineering
tool. For example, in Rigi, all node types have the same set of attributes.

2.3 Related Work

The schema integration problem is very old, but it is still not completely
solved. It has been investigated in the database field since the early 1980s
[1]. Also, this problem is found in the artificial intelligence domain when
integrating independently developed ontologies into a single ontology.

Jin et al. proposed a solution for transparent interoperability among re-
verse engineering tools [11]. They defined a special adapter to deal with a
domain ontology, which translates and filters the queries in a conceptual uni-
fication, making integration possible. This is similar to creating a common
intermediate language for all the reverse engineering tools. The more compre-
hensive the ontology is, the more chances to obtain a good integration.

Rahm and Bernstein produced a survey of the existing approaches to au-
tomatic schema matching [18]. They produced a taxonomy based on differ-
ent criteria for the matches. They released an algorithm for general schema
matching, called Cupid, that includes automated linguistic-based matching
[14]. Cupid is based on the elements of the schema, as well as the structure
of the schema.

Madhavan et al. proposed a novel approach for matching schemas [13].
The idea of this approach was to extract knowledge from past matching of
schemas, and apply this knowledge to match new schemas. Schemas and
mappings are added to the mapping knowledge base continually.

3 Schema in Reverse Engineering

3.1 Taxonomy of schemas

Schemas can be categorized according to the level of abstraction (which facts
are represented in the schema): low-level schemas (e.g., Datrix), middle-level
schemas (e.g., Columbus, CPPDM, and Datrix), and high-level schemas.

Two interesting classifications were presented by Jin et al. [10]. For catego-
rizing the schemas, they considered the definition of schema (how the schema
is defined, implicit or explicit) and the locality of schema (where the schema
is defined, internal or external).
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3.2 Classifying schemas

However, to understand the overlaps, redundancies, and purposes of diverse
kinds of schemas, we need some organizing structure to help classify the
schemas. One idea is to classify schemas into two main categories: those
focused on the programming domain and those focused on the application
domain. Each of these categories could be further decomposed. For example,
the programming domain could be divided into procedural, object-oriented,
markup languages, etc. Similar to the programming domain, the application
domain could be decomposed into applications from accounting, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), and
so on. See Figure 1.

C C++

JSP

Programming level

Types of Programming
Languages

Accounting CRM

SCM

Application level
(ontologies)

Domains of Activities

$

$Procedural

Pascal

Fortran . . .

MarkupLanguage

CF
ASP

. . .

. . . . . .

Object Oriented

Java

Smalltalk . . .

Fig. 1. Classifying schemas

The subcategories contain schemas or integrated schemas as appropriate.
For example, in the object-oriented subcategory, the schemas that reside here
depend on what arises in practice from the existing schemas for Java, C++,
etc., and the tools that deal with these languages.

Also, one interpretation of the organizing structure is that the (sub)categories
are metaschemas for what resides directly within them. For example, the
object-oriented category may be considered a metaschema from which a spe-
cific object-oriented language schema could be “instantiated”. In a sense, the
organizing structure forms a metaschema hierarchy.
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4 Example of integrating two schemas

This section presents an example of integrating two schemas, both intended
for C/C++ elements. One of them is CPPDM developed by the University of
Alberta, and the other one is DMM developed by the University of Ottawa.
First, we introduce the two schemas and then we present their integration.

4.1 Rigi C/C++ Domain Model (CPPDM)

Rigi C/C++ Domain Model, or CPPDM, was developed to accomplish a case
study in reverse engineering [15]. This domain model is inspired by some
elements from DMM. In general, CPPDM is suited for structural facts about
any software system implemented in C/C++. The entities and relationships
of CPPDM are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Relationship types

This domain model incorporates fifteen node types and fifty-eight pos-
sible arc types between these node types. The node types from CPPDM
are: SourceFile, Comment, MacroDefinition, MacroExpansion, GlobalVari-
able, Constant, Variable, EnumeratedType, EnumerationLiteral, Type, Class,
Method, Field, Routine and TemplateParameter.

The set of attributes for each entity in CPPDM are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Possible attributes for nodes

Node Type Possible Attributes

SourceFile file, path

Comment file, lineno, position, endlineno, endposition

MacroDefinition

MacroExpansion file, lineno, position

EnumerationLiteral file, lineno, position

EnumeratedType file, lineno, position

TemplateParameter

Type

Class file, lineno, position, template

Field file, lineno, position, access, real type

Method file, lineno, position, access, binding, real type, real type arg

Routine file, lineno, position, real type, real type arg

Variable file, lineno, position, real type

GlobalVariable file, lineno, position, real type

Constant file, lineno, position, real type

4.2 Dagstuhl Middle Model (DMM)

Figure 3 illustrates DMM version 0.006 [12]. DMM is intended to represent
facts for procedural programs, as well as object-oriented software.

4.3 Integrating CPPDM and DMM

We present a set of steps for integrating two schemas, using CPPDM and
DMM as examples. As input, we have two schemas, and as output, we want
an integrated schema, together with associated rules to be used for data inte-
gration. In essence we create equivalence relations over the entities, relation-
ships, and attributes occurring in the two schemas, and form a new schema
based on the identified equivalence classes.

• Step 1: Mapping of the entities

This step finds the common entities between the two schemas. The mapping
can be done based on syntax, synonyms, hyponyms, abbreviations, or as
suggested by the user (especially if differing semantics are involved).

We introduce the following notation: E1 ≡ E2 if the entity E1 is mapped
to the entity E2. The ≡ operation is commutative and associative. Based
on the ≡ operator, an equivalence relation over the entities is formed. In
our mapping, we obtain the following equivalences between the entities from
CPPDM and that from DMM (on the left side of the ≡ operator is the en-
tity from CPPDM, and on the right side is the entity from DMM):
SourceFile≡SourceFile, Comment≡Comment, GlobalVariable≡Variable,
MacroDefinition≡MacroDefinition, MacroExpansion≡MacroExpansion,
Constant≡Variable, Variable≡Variable, EnumeratedType≡EnumeratedType,
EnumeratedLiteral≡EnumeratedLiteral, Type≡Type, Routine≡Routine,
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Fig. 3. Dagstuhl Middle Model version 0.006

Method≡Method, Field≡Field, Class≡Class. Based on the associative prop-
erty, we obtain the following equivalence class: {GlobalVariable, Constant,
Variable}.

• Step 2: Build the entities

Given the mapping between the entities of the schemas, we label the equiv-
alence classes to obtain the entities for the resulting schema.
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After this step is applied for CPPDM and DMM, we obtain the follow-
ing entities for the new schema: SourceFile, Comment, MacroDefinition,
MacroExpansion, MacroArgument, Declaration, Reference, Package, Type,
EnumerationLiteral, EnumeratedType, Variable, Class, Field, Method, Rou-
tine, FormalValue, ExecutableValue and TemplateParameter.

• Step 3: Build the rules for the entities

The aim of creating an integrated schema is to use it for integrating the data
from different fact extractors. For example, if we have a software system
that contains elements of C and Tcl, we might extract the facts separately
for each language using the appropriate extractor, and store in two different
repositories. Each repository conforms to its schema, for C and Tcl respec-
tively. For data integration, we have to maintain the rules for mapping the
elements from the initial schemas to the elements of the resulting schema.
These rules may involve filtering data from each repository, or transforming
the data as needed to conform to the new schema.

This step builds these rules for the identified equivalence classes over the
entities. For example, for the equivalence class {GlobalVariable, Constant,
Variable} labeled with Variable, we build two rules that unify the Global-
Variable and Constant entities to the new equivalence class.

• Step 4: Map and build the relationships

We build the relationships iteratively between every pair of entities from the
new schema. For the relationships, if any, between entities E1 and E2, use a
mapping to obtain a set of equivalence classes over the relationships. If all of
the relationships in the same equivalence class have the same direction the
final equivalence class will take the same direction. Otherwise, the direction
of the equivalence class will have some user-specified direction. Note, that
we have to add all of the rules for mapping the relationships, including that
regarding the direction. Label the equivalence classes, and add them as the
new relationships between E1 and E2.

• Step 5: Map and build the attributes

For completing the new schema, we have to map and build the attributes
based on the attributes in the initial schemas for both entities and rela-
tionships. The process of mapping is similar to that for the entities and
relationships themselves.

We provide an example of building attributes for the Class entity in the
new schema. The attributes for the CPPDM Class entity are file, lineno,
position and template. For the same entity in DMM the single attribute
is isSubclassable. The set of the attributes for the Class entity in the new
schema is then: file, lineno, position, template, and isSubclassable.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have outlined the need for integrating schemas for reverse
engineering, and illustrated a process for integrating two given schemas. As
future work, additional case studies are needed to apply the process for inte-
grating schemas in reverse engineering. Also, we need to refine the derived
transformation rules and their relationship to the data integration process.
Another need is an approach for further changes of the integrated schema to
enhance its reuse for a particular reverse engineering purpose.
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